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Historic example: Mapping of archaeological data

- Archives: catalogues, reports etc.
- Interpretation and descriptive process
  - according to an archeological practice or theory
- Interpretation of texts by an encoder according to a fixed database ontology (model)
- "Real world" Excavation Surveys
  - according to an archeological practice or theory
  - according to a fixed database ontology (data model)
- Common database
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- Bibliographical record
  - step 2: reproduction
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  1) Structural markup
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- Text with XML markup: Information elements identified and marked up according to the data model of the museum database
  - connected to
- Museum database artefacts, excavations, referential information. Event/object oriented model (CIDOC-CRM like)
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TElifisation: ODD

• Can store complicated models in TEI
• Can put archaeologically tagged paragraphs into \texttt{p} elements
• Archaeological structure included using ODD
• Documents will be quite odd
• Useful?
The rest of this presentation will be about elements already existing in TEI

*No more ODDities*
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- Three different ways of storing real world object sets connected to TEI documents:
  1. Store the objects in external XML-documents, e.g. RDF or CRM-Core
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Example: Lexicography — database application

aller \( \text{al}^{\text{i}} \text{\`l}^{\text{er}} \) (adv)
1. aldri
2. vel ikke - ho kjæm vel allier hit?

**HemnesBold**

*(Forkortingsliste)*
Example: Lexicography — database model
Example: Lexicography — database records

```
SELECT *
FROM artikkel t
WHERE t.artikkel_id > 83615 AND t.artikkel_id < 83625
```
<entry xml:id="HemnesBold_orig41">
  <form type="simple">
    <orth extent="full">
      <hi rend="bold">aller</hi>
    </orth>
    <pron extent="full">
      <hi rend="norvegia">al9 l9er</hi>
    </pron>
  </form>
  <gramGrp>(<pos>adv</pos>)</gramGrp>
  <def>1. aldri</def>
  <def>2. vel ikke - <hi rend="italic">ho kjæm vel ailler hit?</hi></def>
</entry>
Example: Co-reference — what is it?

“The table by the window was…”

“The beautiful table could be…”
Example: Co-reference — application model
Example: Co-reference — core data model
Example: Co-reference — link model

- The person table acts as a local coref storage for these source documents.
- Even if the connection goes from the person record to the external reference, the link to the source element gives us co-reference at document level.
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